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Abstract: In this paper, the effect of smoothing on the extraction of drainage networks from simulated

digital elevation models (DEMs) is studied. First, morphological smoothing is implemented on a simulated

DEM using square kernels of increasing size to generate smoothed DEMs. The drainage networks

extracted from the generated smoothed DEMs are then characterized based on their lengths. A power law

relationship is derived between the length of extracted drainage networks and the kernel size. The scaling

exponent of this power law, which is named as a fractal dimension, indicates the rate of change of length

of the extracted drainage networks across varying degrees of smoothing, which can be used to quantify

terrain complexities.
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INTRODUCTION

Smoothing is a process by which data points are

averaged with their neighbours in a series, such as a

time series or an image. This has the effect of

removing sharp edges from the original image.

Smoothing is a subset of filtering as smoothing filters

the extremities of an image. Smoothing is mainly used

to perform noise to signal ratio reduction using the

matched filter theorem. This theorem states that a filter

that is matched to the signal will provide optimum

resolution of signal from noise .[1 ,2]

In Dinesh , it is demonstrated that in digital[3]

elevation model (DEM) processing, smoothing removes

the convex and concave regions of a terrain, resulting

in a reduction of the terrain’s surface roughness. This

paper aims at studying the effect of the removal of

convex and concave regions on the extraction of

drainage networks from simulated DEMs. It is

demonstrated, via a power law relationship, the fractal

properties of drainage networks extracted from

smoothed DEMs. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Data Set: A digital elevation model (DEM) is a

set of points defined in a three-dimensional Cartesian

space (X, Y, Z) that approximates a real surface. The

X- and Y-axes may be expressed as geographic

coordinates (i.e. longitude and latitude), whereas the Z-

axis represents the altitude above sea level. It is a

digital file consisting of the terrain elevations for

ground positions at regularly spaced horizontal

intervals. DEMs can be generated directly through

photogrammetric processing of stereo-photos or satellite

imagery such as stereoscopic SPOT images, or

indirectly from the interpolation of scattered point

elevation data, of contour lines, or of Triangular

Irregular Networks (TINs) .[4-6]

At present, currently available DEMs exhibit

discontinuities with respect to coverage, resolution,

accuracy and reference datum. They are also

inhomogeneous because they are derived through

different acquisition methods. The currently best, most

comprehensive, global data set comes with a horizontal

resolution of one kilometer and an elevation accuracy

of 100 meters . Simulated DEMs (also known as[6 ,7]

transcendentally generated DEMs) are often used in

DEM research due to the unavailability of high

resolution DEM data with all contours in the spatially

distributed elevation regions . [8-10]

Dinesh  proposed a mathematical morphological[11]

based algorithm to generate simulated DEMs.

Morphological decomposition is implemented on a

binary fractal to decompose the image into

topologically prominent regions (TPRs) that are

assumed to represent characteristics such as elevation

regions and contours. The simulated DEM is formed by

assigning elevation tags to the TPRs. Using this

algorithm, the binary fractal in Figure 1(a) is converted

into a simulated DEM (Figure 1(b)).
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Fig. 1a:

Fig. 1: Generation of a simulated DEM. (a) A binary
fractal image with an area of 202,171 pixels.
(b) The generated simulated DEM.

Generation of Smoothed Dems Using Morphological
Smoothing: Mathematical morphology is a branch of
image processing that deals with the extraction of
image components that are useful for representational
and descriptional purposes. Mathematical morphology
has a well developed mathematical structure that is
based on set theoretic concepts. The effects of the
basic morphological operations can be given simple
and intuitive interpretations using geometric terms of
shape, size and location. Mathematical morphology is
well suited to the processing of elevation data because
in morphology, any image is viewed as a topographic
surface, the gray level of a pixel standing for its
e leva t io n .  T he  fund amen ta l  ma thematica l[ 1 2 ]

morphological operators are explained in Matheron ,[13]

Serra  and Soille . Morphological operators[1 4 ] [1 5 ]

generally require two inputs; the input image A, which
can be in binary or grayscale form, and the kernel B,
which is used to determine the precise effect of the
operator. 

Dilation sets the pixel values within the kernel to
the maximum value of the pixel neighbourhood. The
dilation operation is expressed as:

Ar B= {a+b: a єA, b єB}         (1)

Erosion sets the pixels values within the kernel to
the minimum value of the kernel. Erosion is the dual
operator of dilation: 

A s B)d (A ÅB)         (2)c  c

An opening (Equation 3) is defined as an erosion
followed by a dilation using the same kernel for both
operations. A closing (Equation 4) is defined as a
dilation followed  by an erosion using the same kernel
for both operations. 

A°B= (A s B) r B          (3 )

A ·B= (ArB) s B         (4)

Morphological smoothing is implemented by
performing opening followed by closing. Greyscale
opening is used to darken small bright areas and to
reduce sharp peaks in images. Greyscale closing is
used to brighten small dark areas and to fill valleys in
images. 

Morphological smoothing is implemented on the
simulated DEM using square kernels of sizes 1 to 220.
As shown in Figure 2, as the scale increases, the
merge of small regions into the surrounding grey level
regions increases, causing the removal of fine detail in
the DEM.

Fig. 2a:

Fig. 2b:

Fig. 2c:
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Fig. 2d:

Fig. 2e:

Fig. 2f:

Fig. 2: Smoothed DEMs generated using square
kernels of sizes: (a) 10  (b) 25  (c) 50  (d)
100  (e) 150  (f) 220.

Extraction of Drainage Networks from the
Generated Smoothed DEMs: The drainage network
for a section of a terrain is the interconnected pattern
of dry gullies formed by water erosion along with the
main rivers and streams that always contain water. It
can be defined as all the channels in which water
would naturally flow or collect if water were poured on
the terrain from a giant pitcher . As drainage[16-19]

networks represent a fundamental concept in earth
science, drainage network extraction, the science of
computing the flows of water over a given
landscape , has received growing attention from earth[20]

scientists and terrain analysts.
The drainage networks of the generated smoothed

DEMs are extracted using the drainage skeletonization
algorithm proposed in Meisels et al. . The algorithm[21]

extracts pixels that lie in high curvature contours
starting from pixels of maximal elevation, elevation-
level by elevation-level; the selection is based on a
condition for a large enough number of higher

elevation pixels in the immediate neighbourhood of a
pixel belonging to the elevation currently being
processed. Complementary local conditions of
connectivity are then used to connect all the pixels of
the flow path. 

As shown in Figure 3, the merging of small
regions into the surrounding grey level regions and the
removal of fine detail cause a reduction in the length
of extracted drainage networks. The intricacy of the
extracted drainage network indicates the complexity of
the terrain; an intricate network indicates a terrain with
higher complexity, while a sparse network indicates a
simplistic terrain .[22]

Fig. 3a:

Fig. 3b:

Fig. 3c:

Fig. 3d:
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Fig. 3e:

Fig. 3f:

Fig. 3: Drainage networks extracted from the
corresponding smoothed DEMs in Figure 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A log-log plot of the length of the extracted
drainage networks L against the kernel size r is drawn
(Figure 4). A power law relationship observed between
the two parameters:

log L = 0.437*log r +4.211   (8)

(9)L = 4.211*r               
0 .437

This power law arises as a consequence of the
fractal properties of drainage networks extracted from
smoothed DEMs. In equation 9, 4.211 is a constant of
proportionality c, while -0.437 is the fractal dimension
of the drainage networks extracted from the smoothed
DEMs D , which indicates the rate of change of the
extracted drainage networks over the varying degrees
of smoothing; the negative symbol indicates that the
length of extracted drainage networks reduces as the
kernel size is increased.
The complexities and intricacies of drainage networks
change with various types of topography; therefore, the
length of extracted  drainage  networks is considered

Fig. 4: Log-log plot of the length of the extracted drainage networks L against the kernel size r.

as an important parameter to study the complexity of
terrains. Generally, hilly terrain possess as higher value
of D as compared to non-hilly terrains. This is because
of the rate of change of elevation of hilly terrains
across varying degrees of smoothing is higher
compared to nonhilly terrains. Hence, drainage network
intricacies of hilly terrains change more rapidly.

Conclusion: In this paper, the effect of smoothing on
the extraction of drainage networks from simulated

digital elevation models (DEMs) was studied. A power
law relationship is derived between the length of
extracted drainage networks and the kernel size. The
scaling exponent of this power law, which is named as
a fractal dimension, indicates the rate of change of
length of the extracted drainage networks across
varying degrees of smoothing, which can be used to
quantify terrain complexities. More experiments are
currently being carried out to further classify terrain
complexities via scaling exponents.
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